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Outcome- design activity that 
promotes learning 

Dale, E. (1969) Audiovisual methods in 
teaching, third edition. (pp 40-pp 67)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My active learning course design approach is bade on Dale’s definition of learning and Bruner’s definition on active learning.  At the end of this presentation, I expect - participants will be able to Name areas to focus on in learning need analysisEvaluate whether the assignment learning outcomes align with the course outcomesName types of activities that provide rich learning experiences Name types of activities that foster knowledge associationsName types of activities that build higher order skills and foster knowledge transfer.Rich learning experiences: Textbook reading, audio/video, field trip, online practices/games, virtual farm games.Prior knowledge? If non-existing, provide learning experience to make up for it. (Statistical knowledge & citation skills for IE master students)Module on citation: Lecture: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/wr214/works_cited/ Practice/game: http://library.williams.edu/citing/game/ And extra youtube videos on citations:APA Format Citations-Sixth (6th) Edition: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pbUoNa5tyYAPA style citation/ In-text citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKZVCIqD4_U MLA 7th Edition Citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22CPQoLE4U0 Another example of Prior knowledge module preparation to help student succeed is provision of Statistics module in IE 581. Text/graphic; audio; audio/visual lectures in small chucks: FW 421/521 - https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw421x/wk1_stages_i/ HST102 Adobe Presenter Lecture – Include ideal focus on lots of imagery with the text ‘spoken’ as audio https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/hst102/wk2/Simulations/animations; https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw302/migrate/FW302-WhaleMigrationv05-2.htmlLearning games: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w1.htm field trips: Week 2 of ANS 121: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzZo8ajxujE&feature=youtu.beAdding tools: Example: Statistical prior knowledge added for IE master’s programExample: Citation prior knowledge added for engineering management master's programMotivational: German Voiceover Whiteboard - http://youtu.be/mfu-1SRklLc; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr5tzfpeGTs----------Meaningful Associations: How can students incorporate and integrate these specific experiences into what they already know? Answer: Meaningful associations is key to permanent learning: Provide opportunity for multi-directional interactions: learner- content, learner-learner, learner-instructor, learner-instructor-learner(Personal reflections,  paired activities, Peer Review, group collaboration)Myths vs. FactsFollow the link below to become educated about several myths that are often correlated with the dairy industry. http://www.dairyfarmingtoday.org/Learn-More/MythsvsFacts/Pages/MythvsFact.aspx Responses: For each topic provide at least two concepts you learned from the videos and listed information. Animal careEnvironmentGeneral DairyMilk SafetyRanking worst or best resumes students can find onlineProject/tasks that are applicable to students’ life or future career. ------------------------------------Knowledge Transfer /Schema theory/Novice to expert: Individualization of knowledge; applying personal experience and interests (personalized learning)Engage students in creating learning product that exists beyond the length of the course. (Create, build)Have students share presentation, teach a subject/topic, be the facilitator of the week. Answer: Provide opportunity for activities that foster transfer of knowledge, high order skills (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creation) such as peer review, reflection, evaluation, and presentation. Authorship learning; learning by doing; learning by evaluating it, learning by synthesizing it, learning by analyzing it, learning by organizing it, learning by creating it, learning by teaching it. Service Learning Project + Peer Review + Presentation sharing with commentsProblem Solving Proposal/White Paper Writing +Peer Review + Presentation(To make the peer review process successful, Add a discussion forum for week 10 or week 11: personal reflection sharing; --------------------Dale, E. (1969) Audiovisual methods in teaching, third edition.  New York: The Dryden Press; Holt, Rinehart and Winston.   (pp 40-pp 67)What is learning? Four Aspects of learning: In short: 1. What is the need for this learning?2. What specific experiences will help to satisfy this need 3. How can students incorporate and integrate these specific experiences into what they already know? 4. How can students, by continued thoughtful and habitual use, make the new learning really their own? 

http://www.pearltrees.com/s/pic/or/edgar-dale-77117834
http://www.pearltrees.com/s/pic/or/edgar-dale-77117834
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/dairy1/
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/dairy1/


Example: Learning Need Analysis

Question: 
who are my students? What do they know? What 
they don’t know? What am I 
Aiming to achieve in this course? What are the 
program outcomes? 

QM General standard 2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QM General standard 2.4 The relationship between learning objectives or competencies and course activities is clearly stated. 1. What do I intend for my students to accomplish at the end of the course? Identify Learning Objectives2. What are my students hoping to get from this course? ( I heard this course is an easy pass. X. I need an easy course this semester (for graduation, to balance my busy schedule with other tough major courses. X.  I heard this course is fun. V.  I heard this course is very applicable and useful. V)3. Do answers to question 1 and question 2 match? If not, what adjustment do I need to do? (delete LO, modify LO, or design learning activities to help students achieve LO)4. Are my students motivated to learn? If not, how can I help them? If they are, how can I help them when they are stuck/frustrated? (expert interview; Example: expert interview serving as motivational elements for WR214; business writing- editor of local newspaper; business professor who worked in business for long time; applicable/tranferable skills as LO)5. How do I build a course designed for student success? (smaller chucks of content, variety of presentation modes on tough topics;  frequent tasks;  frequent assessments or indicators of performance; What are the needs of learning for your students? Who are your students? Identifying the learning objectives/learning needs of our students is like putting on glasses or taking a looking lass with you to search and find out things hidden. And the rest of active learning strategies and activities are like jumpings, or doing the real work.We need to put on glasses and examine carefully to figure What is the need for this learning? 	a. clearly identify learning objectives	b. activities aim at meeting learning objectives	c. motivational strategies for the need of learning: learner choice, prior knowledge assistance; 2. What specific experiences will help to satisfy this need 	a. multimodal/multimedia learning experience3. How can students incorporate and integrate these specific experiences into what they already know? 	a. assignments, case study, project (     individually or collaboratively         ) personal application; project, case study, practices, 4. How can students, by continued thoughtful and habitual use, make the new learning really their own? 	a. Topic selection/ brainstorming + initial draft+  feedback/peer review + 	b. peer review + Reflection	c. challenge/hot topics	1. What is the need for this learning -- (motivational strategies to create a welcoming learning environment) Provide opportunities for prior knowledge activation, student agency, and cultural awareness (term project topic: student choice; students provide some of the topics; students have an option to work on project of their own choice upon approval)2. What specific experiences will help to satisfy this need (existing experiences and new experiences) Provide students with multi-modal, multimedia learning experience (readings + analyzing reading, watching,  questions for thinking while watching, feedback/evaluation during watching/teaching) 3. How can students incorporate and integrate these specific experiences into what they already know? Meaningful associations is key to permanent learning: Provide opportunity for multi-directional interactions: learner- content, learner-learner, learner-instructor, learner-instructor-learner(Personal reflections,  paired activities, Peer Review, group collaboration)4. How can students, by continued thoughtful and habitual use, make the new learning really their own? Provide opportunity for activities that foster transfer of knowledge, high order skills (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creation) such as peer review, reflection, evaluation, and presentation. Authorship learning; learning by doing; learning by evaluating it, learning by synthesizing it, learning by analyzing it, learning by organizing it, learning by creating it, learning by teaching it. 



Example: Aligning Learning Objectives

1. WR 214 Newsletter Writing Project
After successful completion of this week assignment, you will be able to:
• Write effectively for diverse audiences within a specific area or discipline 

using appropriate standards and conventions. 
• Apply critical thinking to writing and writing process, including revision. 
• Demonstrate presentation skills – design and content – for your PowerPoint
• Demonstrate planning and flexibility in writing projects through the progress 

report
• Demonstrate networking and collaboration 

2. HST353 Adding Learning Objectives after 
analyzing the assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Add learning objectives to assignment. 2. Adding/ Identifying missing objective to the course: Example: HST 353 critical analysis and analytical writing added as learning objectives after review the course planning draft; adding LO to ENT300Schema theoryNovice to expertIndividualization of knowledge; applying personal experience and interests (personalized learning)Engage students in creating learning product that exists beyond the length of the course. (Create, build)Have students share presentation, teach a subject/topic, be the facilitator of the week. Answer: Provide opportunity for activities that foster transfer of knowledge, high order skills (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creation) such as peer review, reflection, evaluation, and presentation. Authorship learning; learning by doing; learning by evaluating it, learning by synthesizing it, learning by analyzing it, learning by organizing it, learning by creating it, learning by teaching it. Service Learning Project + Peer Review + Presentation sharing with commentsProblem Solving Proposal/White Paper Writing +Peer Review + Presentation(To make the peer review process successful, Add a discussion forum for week 10 or week 11: personal reflection sharing; WR 214: Newsletter Writing ProjectLearning Objectives�Welcome to Week 10. After successful completion of this week, you will be able to:Learning Objective 1: Demonstrate presentation skills – design and  content – for your PowerPointLearning Objective 2: Demonstrate planning and flexibility in writing projects through the progress reportLearning Objective 3: Demonstrate networking and collaborationLearning Objective #4 -- Apply multiple theories, concepts, and techniques for creating and evaluating written communication.Learning Objective #5 -- Write effectively for diverse audiences within a specific area or discipline using appropriate standards and conventions.Learning Objective #6 -- Apply critical thinking to writing and writing process, including revision.Task-list�In order to achieve these learning objectives, please make sure to complete the following:Read Prompt for Progress Report: 214-NewsletterProgress Report-prompt-W15.pdf Workshop 5: post replies to PPT Workshop 5Submit Individual Newsletter Progress ReportPost Formal Presentation - Newsletter with audio/videoLearning Objective # 4, 5, 6 -- Submit Final PPT DocumentLearning Objective # 4, 5, 6 -- Submit Final NewsletterLearning Objective # 6 -- Submit Newsletter Reflection Memo



Example: Rich Learning Content

Question: What specific experiences will help to 
satisfy this need?

Online Game to Test What 
They Know

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Textbook reading, audio/video, field trip, online practices/games, virtual farm games.Prior knowledge? If non-existing, provide learning experience to make up for it. (Statistical knowledge & citation skills for IE master students)Module on citation: Lecture: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/wr214/works_cited/ Practice/game: http://library.williams.edu/citing/game/ And extra youtube videos on citations:APA Format Citations-Sixth (6th) Edition: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9pbUoNa5tyYAPA style citation/ In-text citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NKZVCIqD4_U MLA 7th Edition Citation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=22CPQoLE4U0 Another example of Prior knowledge module preparation to help student succeed is provision of Statistics module in IE 581. Text/graphic; audio; audio/visual lectures in small chucks: FW 421/521 - https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw421x/wk1_stages_i/ HST102 Adobe Presenter Lecture – Include ideal focus on lots of imagery with the text ‘spoken’ as audio https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/hst102/wk2/Simulations/animations; https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw302/migrate/FW302-WhaleMigrationv05-2.htmlLearning games: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w1.htm field trips: Week 2 of ANS 121: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzZo8ajxujE&feature=youtu.beAdding tools: Example: Statistical prior knowledge added for IE master’s programExample: Citation prior knowledge added for engineering management master's programMotivational: German Voiceover Whiteboard - http://youtu.be/mfu-1SRklLc; https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Xr5tzfpeGTs

https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/dairy1/
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/dairy1/
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w6.htm
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w6.htm
http://www.dairyfarmingtoday.org/_layouts/DFT/interactivegame/interactivegame/game.html
http://youtu.be/y-ueaQTSbL4
http://youtu.be/y-ueaQTSbL4
http://youtu.be/xASt50jabvE
http://youtu.be/xASt50jabvE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kl8MyMvTMA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kl8MyMvTMA
http://youtu.be/n1VYgbungcA
http://youtu.be/n1VYgbungcA
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw302/migrate/FW302-WhaleMigrationv05-2.html
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/fw302/migrate/FW302-WhaleMigrationv05-2.html


Example: Meaningful Association of 
Knowledge

Question: How can students incorporate and 
integrate these specific experiences into what 
they already know? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How can students incorporate and integrate these specific experiences into what they already know? Answer: Meaningful associations is key to permanent learning: Provide opportunity for multi-directional interactions: learner- content, learner-learner, learner-instructor, learner-instructor-learner(Personal reflections,  paired activities, Peer Review, group collaboration)Myths vs. FactsFollow the link below to become educated about several myths that are often correlated with the dairy industry. http://www.dairyfarmingtoday.org/Learn-More/MythsvsFacts/Pages/MythvsFact.aspx Responses: For each topic provide at least two concepts you learned from the videos and listed information. Animal careEnvironmentGeneral DairyMilk SafetyRanking worst or best resumes students can find onlineProject/tasks that are applicable to students’ life or future career. 



Example: Knowledge Transfer

Question: How can students, by continued 
thoughtful and habitual use, make the new 
learning really their own? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Schema theoryNovice to expertIndividualization of knowledge; applying personal experience and interests (personalized learning)Engage students in creating learning product that exists beyond the length of the course. (Create, build)Have students share presentation, teach a subject/topic, be the facilitator of the week. Answer: Provide opportunity for activities that foster transfer of knowledge, high order skills (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creation) such as peer review, reflection, evaluation, and presentation. Authorship learning; learning by doing; learning by evaluating it, learning by synthesizing it, learning by analyzing it, learning by organizing it, learning by creating it, learning by teaching it. Service Learning Project + Peer Review + Presentation sharing with commentsProblem Solving Proposal/White Paper Writing +Peer Review + Presentation(To make the peer review process successful, Add a discussion forum for week 10 or week 11: personal reflection sharing; 

http://bigbluebutton.org/
http://bigbluebutton.org/
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w6.htm
https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/ans121/studymate/ans121w6.htm


Outcome –Design activity that promotes 
active learning

QM  Standard 2
Bruner, J.S. (1996). The culture of education. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, p89.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At the end of this presentation, participants will be able to Name ways of adding autonomy/agency into the design of learning activities; Describe how to add peer review and reflection to the design of learning activities;Name ways of adding collaboration to the design of learning activities;Name ways of addressing culture awareness to the design of learning activities. Bruner, J.S. (1996). The culture of education. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.Active learning research (Bruner, 1996, p89) described that by adding student agency, peer review and reflection, collaboration and cultural awareness, students learning is greatly enhanced in terms of motivation, engagement and learning outcome. --------------Autonomy/Agency: QM Standard 3Increasing autonomy awareness through self assessmentDeveloping responsible and autonomous learnersProviding resources that can be accessed and utilized independently for further self-studyProvide choices of time/topic/format, etc. Reference: Macaskill, A. and Taylor, E. (2010). The development of a brief measure of learner autonomy in university students. Studies in Higher Education, 35 (3), 351-359.  -------------Peer Review & Reflection:Peer review fosters students’ capabilities for critical thinking and self evaluation, specifically: Identifying areas needing improvementProviding constructive suggestionsEncouraging reflection Promoting skills in self-assessmentEnhancing greater meta-cognitive self-awarenessIncreasing student motivation by fostering a sense of responsibility and ownership for their peers’ learningImproving self-confidenceProviding valuable experience and preparation for the professional workplace Peer Review Benefits   Benefits of Peer Review Reflection: Promotes deeper learningpromotes personal growthpromotes the growth of others-----------------------Collaboration -- QM Standard 321st Century skills: Critical Thinking, Communications, Collaboration, & Creativity--Partnership for 21st Century Skills. 2009. Professional development for the 21st century. http://www.p21.org/documents/P21_Framework.pdf (accessed November 15, 2010). ------------------------Cultural Awareness --QM  Standard 2global awareness is one of standards according to the 21st century skills requirement. http://www.p21.org/documents/P21_Framework.pdf  



Example: Agency

Empowering students with choices on: 
• Project topics 
• project presentation tools used
• topics for book review
• news story reporting 
Students Creating Learning Objects 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Service Learning projectAuthorship learningCollaborative build a website: http://www.web2insite.com/Personal portfolio for a course/a degree program: http://tianhongshi.wix.com/portfolio#!project-2; https://tianhongshi.wordpress.com/(Blackboard/canvas: Portfolio tool; wordpress.com; Schema theoryNovice to expertIndividualization of knowledge; applying personal experience and interests (personalized learning)Engage students in creating learning product that exists beyond the length of the course. (Create, build)Have students share presentation, teach a subject/topic, be the facilitator of the week. Answer: Provide opportunity for activities that foster transfer of knowledge, high order skills (application, analysis, synthesis, evaluation, and creation) such as peer review, reflection, evaluation, and presentation. Authorship learning; learning by doing; learning by evaluating it, learning by synthesizing it, learning by analyzing it, learning by organizing it, learning by creating it, learning by teaching it. Service Learning Project + Peer Review + Presentation sharing with commentsProblem Solving Proposal/White Paper Writing +Peer Review + Presentation(To make the peer review process successful, Add a discussion forum for week 10 or week 11: personal reflection sharing; H333 Group Project: This global learning assignment has three objectives: (1) to allow you to identify your own assumptions about health in the U.S. and the world; (2) to provide you an opportunity to learn and demonstrate your knowledge of health inequities among minority and rural underserved communities in the U.S.; and (3) to learn about the similarities and differences in the “unnatural causes” of health inequities in the U.S. and the world. Early in the term, we will watch Unnatural Causes documentary, Part I – In Sickness and Wealth. You can preview it at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE7v5cHlHDQ or refer to the Unnatural Causes website (www.unnaturalcauses.org for background information and supporting material. After watching this informative documentary, you will work in groups (2 students per group) for the following activities:Use the data available at http://www.who.int/healthinfo/EN_WHS2012_Part3.pdf to describe how the U.S. compares with other countries on the following health measures:Life expectancy at birthInfant mortalityChildren living in povertyIncome inequalitySmoking ratesDiscuss how such factors employment, education, income, gender, sexual orientation, residence, and race/ethnicity promote or hinder access to health care services and healthy choices? What are the key social determinants of health – ethnicity/race, income, gender, residence, age, disability, and sexual orientation? Why is it important to understand social determinants of health?Select one of the fifty U.S. states and use the data presented in CDC Health Inequities and Inequalities Report – United States (http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/CHDIReport.html) to prepare a list of key social determinants of health in the state. Analyze and describe these data for patterns of health inequities by race/ethnicity, gender, education, income, sexual orientation, disability, and residence.Create a PowerPoint presentation based on the information on your project and share your findings with the entire class in the form of a group presentation. Your final group project report will include a summary and analysis of your findings (2500 words plus references) and your PowerPoint slides. You will receive an individual grade based on your contribution to the group’s efforts. You will be graded on how well you collect, analyze, and articulate the information on health inequities in the U.S. and the world.WR 214: Newsletter Writing ProjectLearning Objectives�Welcome to Week 10. After successful completion of this week, you will be able to:Learning Objective 1: Demonstrate presentation skills – design and  content – for your PowerPointLearning Objective 2: Demonstrate planning and flexibility in writing projects through the progress reportLearning Objective 3: Demonstrate networking and collaborationLearning Objective #4 -- Apply multiple theories, concepts, and techniques for creating and evaluating written communication.Learning Objective #5 -- Write effectively for diverse audiences within a specific area or discipline using appropriate standards and conventions.Learning Objective #6 -- Apply critical thinking to writing and writing process, including revision.Task-list�In order to achieve these learning objectives, please make sure to complete the following:Read Prompt for Progress Report: 214-NewsletterProgress Report-prompt-W15.pdf Workshop 5: post replies to PPT Workshop 5Submit Individual Newsletter Progress ReportPost Formal Presentation - Newsletter with audio/videoLearning Objective # 4, 5, 6 -- Submit Final PPT DocumentLearning Objective # 4, 5, 6 -- Submit Final NewsletterLearning Objective # 6 -- Submit Newsletter Reflection Memo



Example: Peer Review  & Reflection

A respectful tough-mindedness toward alternative “stories” about how things are, how they 
might have come to be that way, and where they might be going is in no sense antithetical 
to scientific thinking. Scientific explanations are adjuncts to narrative interpretation and vice 
versa. (Bruner, 1996, p92)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(Bruner, 1996, P88): Let me begin with the theme of “reflection”: making sense, going meta, turning around on what one has learned through bare exposure, even thinking about one’s thinking.Resume writing; Newletter writing assignments in WR 214; Service Learning Project in HDFS 447It is crucial that clear instructions be given to students if you will use peer review in your assignment. Grading Rubrics for How students should review their peer’s work should also be provided.If possible, give students a practice peer review assignment to train students to conduct peer review. Peer Review is not the end of the process. A revision of the draft incorporating possible review feedback will be much more effective than a peer review assignment without the requirement of a final submission of revised work. Mastery learning quizzes, Assignments,Discussions; DebateRole PlayIn H436Week 11: last quiz; Add a shared reflection in Discussion forumThe value of reflection: Have students be the teacher/facilitator of the week in the discussion forum. (pick the case study, forming the questions and guiding questions, facilitating the discussion forum)Have students work together to write a book. Project Portfolio buildingHDFS 311 S15 Infant and Child DevelopmentWeek 4 site registration/set up accountWeek 5: creating my virtual child/journal entryMy Virtual Child Schedule:Below is a suggested schedule for raising your virtual child.  For example, by the end of week 5, you will have raised your child through the end of the 19 month period, and be ready to begin at 2 years during week 6. Week 5:  Ages 0 – 19 monthsWeek 6:  2 years – 3 years Week 7:  4 years – 5 yearsWeek 8:  6 years– 7 years Week 9:  8 years – 9 years Week 10:  10 years – 10 years 11 monthsPaper (50 points):  DUE Saturday of week 10 by 5:00 pmFor the Virtual Child paper, you will give an overview of your child’s development. The paper should be double-spaced and 4-5 pages in length. Things to include:Introduction:Introduce your child and your initial reactions to the assignment and the Virtual Child program. Include any expectations you had regarding how your child would develop, and what parenting style you intend to use and why.Content: Utilizing your journal entries, give an overview of your child’s development. Discuss each of the 4 domains of development (cognitive, physical, social, emotional), making connections between your child and course concepts and including a discussion of your child’s strengths and weaknesses. In addition, be sure to include information on your child’s language development, temperament, and attachment style.  Discuss your child’s developmental trajectory in all of these domains (i.e., how your child changed or stayed the same over time).Write at least one page on your parenting style and how it may have changed over time. Also, describe situations in which your parenting style and/or practices affected your child’s development.Conclusion:Summarize your child’s development. Was it optimal? Why or why not?Discuss whether your initial expectations of your child’s development held true. Discuss your overall experience with the programWeek 11: sharing learning experience with the class

https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/906594/assignments/3249766?module_item_id=6697139
https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/906594/assignments/3249766?module_item_id=6697139


Example: Collaboration

Poll + Padlet
Debate

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussions; Debate: opinion poll; debate according to students’ position choice; debate in opposite position; (NMC 449) Role Play: (HDFS 444; HDFS 447)Student facilitators (CEM 552 Risk Management)Is this discussion necessary? Would it be better if it is a quiz or assignment, or a journal?Opinion poll Debate based on students’ preferencesDebate role playing opposing opinion holders

http://padlet.com/user_1412705851/kiqr415q9zhy


Example: Cultural Awareness

Who are your online students? 
1.Adding interviewstream practice for 

WR214 students who need extra practice 
2.Adding cultural awareness to term 

projects BA101, CROP 200, H333, 
ANTH478

3.Adding Statistics prior knowledge module 
to IE 518

4.Adding citation training module to Master 
of Engineering program

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. https://oregonstate.interviewstream.com/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=%2f 2. ANTH 478 term project: agency/cultural awareness – term paper on tourism inventory research and proposal --tourism resort; interview a friend/ relative who visited a tourism resort; their residing village/town/city; H333 Global Health: pick up  a topic from the following five topics or propose your own topic to get instructor approval3. For excel, solver with linear programming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RicajFzoenk and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfy8fxnZEWk For type I and Type II errors the Berkley link works too. http://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~stark/SticiGui/Text/index.htm 4. For master of engineering program, we prepared modular learning objects on citations: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/wr214/works_cited/ http://library.williams.edu/citing/game/ H333 Group Project: This global learning assignment has three objectives: (1) to allow you to identify your own assumptions about health in the U.S. and the world; (2) to provide you an opportunity to learn and demonstrate your knowledge of health inequities among minority and rural underserved communities in the U.S.; and (3) to learn about the similarities and differences in the “unnatural causes” of health inequities in the U.S. and the world. Early in the term, we will watch Unnatural Causes documentary, Part I – In Sickness and Wealth. You can preview it at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE7v5cHlHDQ or refer to the Unnatural Causes website (www.unnaturalcauses.org for background information and supporting material. After watching this informative documentary, you will work in groups (2 students per group) for the following activities:Use the data available at http://www.who.int/healthinfo/EN_WHS2012_Part3.pdf to describe how the U.S. compares with other countries on the following health measures:Life expectancy at birthInfant mortalityChildren living in povertyIncome inequalitySmoking ratesDiscuss how such factors employment, education, income, gender, sexual orientation, residence, and race/ethnicity promote or hinder access to health care services and healthy choices? What are the key social determinants of health – ethnicity/race, income, gender, residence, age, disability, and sexual orientation? Why is it important to understand social determinants of health?Select one of the fifty U.S. states and use the data presented in CDC Health Inequities and Inequalities Report – United States (http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/CHDIReport.html) to prepare a list of key social determinants of health in the state. Analyze and describe these data for patterns of health inequities by race/ethnicity, gender, education, income, sexual orientation, disability, and residence.Create a PowerPoint presentation based on the information on your project and share your findings with the entire class in the form of a group presentation. Your final group project report will include a summary and analysis of your findings (2500 words plus references) and your PowerPoint slides. You will receive an individual grade based on your contribution to the group’s efforts. You will be graded on how well you collect, analyze, and articulate the information on health inequities in the U.S. and the world.

https://oregonstate.interviewstream.com/Account/Login?ReturnUrl=/


Redesign Quizzes (adding autonomy, 
Reflection through feedback, etc. )

1.Multiple choice + short answer to 
explain why students choose certain 
answer option

2.Randomization of numbers
3.Unlimited/multiple attempts; grading 

schema to reward mastery learning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Try avoid midterm/final exams; weekly quizzes are encouraged.IE 583IE 5833. H436 



Redesign Assignments/Discussions – Adding Cultural 
Awareness, Collaboration, Peer Review, Reflection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Use discussion forum or virtual conference tool to generate ideas, define roles in group collaboration, and brainstorm analysisCollaboration using Google Doc, Wiki, etc. Final individual submission of case analysisIndividual reflection of learning Resume writing, Good news, bad news; Newsletter assignment in WR 214Example: PH207; IE 581This global learning assignment has three objectives: (1) to allow you to identify your own assumptions about health in the U.S. and the world; (2) to provide you an opportunity to learn and demonstrate your knowledge of health inequities among minority and rural underserved communities in the U.S.; and (3) to learn about the similarities and differences in the “unnatural causes” of health inequities in the U.S. and the world. Early in the term, we will watch Unnatural Causes documentary, Part I – In Sickness and Wealth. You can preview it at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uE7v5cHlHDQ or refer to the Unnatural Causes website (www.unnaturalcauses.org for background information and supporting material. After watching this informative documentary, you will work in groups (2 students per group) for the following activities:Use the data available at http://www.who.int/healthinfo/EN_WHS2012_Part3.pdf to describe how the U.S. compares with other countries on the following health measures: Life expectancy at birth, Infant mortality, Children living in poverty, Income inequality, and Smoking rates. Discuss how such factors employment, education, income, gender, sexual orientation, residence, and race/ethnicity promote or hinder access to health care services and healthy choices? What are the key social determinants of health – ethnicity/race, income, gender, residence, age, disability, and sexual orientation? Why is it important to understand social determinants of health?Select one of the fifty U.S. states and use the data presented in CDC Health Inequities and Inequalities Report – United States (http://www.cdc.gov/minorityhealth/CHDIReport.html) to prepare a list of key social determinants of health in the state. Analyze and describe these data for patterns of health inequities by race/ethnicity, gender, education, income, sexual orientation, disability, and residence.Create a PowerPoint presentation based on the information on your project and share your findings with the entire class in the form of a group presentation. Your final group project report will include a summary and analysis of your findings (2500 words plus references) and your PowerPoint slides. You will receive an individual grade based on your contribution to the group’s efforts. You will be graded on how well you collect, analyze, and articulate the information on health inequities in the U.S. and the world.

https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/906594/assignments/3249766?module_item_id=6697139
https://canvas.instructure.com/courses/906594/assignments/3249766?module_item_id=6697139
http://bigbluebutton.org/
http://bigbluebutton.org/


Are these strategies applicable to STEM 
courses?

• PH 207
• ENGR 
• CE
• PSY 301: Research Methods
• ENGR 350
• ANS 121
• ENT 300: 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
1. Prior Knowledge: WR214 Expert Interviews are used in the course to serve as motivational content to help students understand people who’s career is writing in professional settings. For all statistics (including median and mode) this link works: http://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~stark/SticiGui/Text/index.htm For linear programming it is better to use the book materials. For excel, solver with linear programming: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RicajFzoenk and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wfy8fxnZEWk For type I and Type II errors the Berkley link works too. http://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~stark/SticiGui/Text/index.htm For master of engineering program, we prepared modular learning objects on citations: https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/wr214/works_cited/ http://library.williams.edu/citing/game/ 2. Encrease learning interaction opportunities for tough topics. Which topics are most difficult for your past students? What can we do to make the content readily understandable to students? Graphic representation? (HST 353:   )Animation (Whale migration; Agriculture OER module); interactions: Legalization & case reporting interactive map ( https://courses.ecampus.oregonstate.edu/nmc420/case-map/IE 582: prior knowledge supplementary content --



Results of Active Learning Assignments

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Engaged students; Satisfied; successful students who graduate and find better jobsWith student learning needs clearly identified and supported and met, students are motivated to learn. (LO, Agency, cultural awareness)Multimodal, multimedia rich learning experienceMeaningful association is provided to assist learningKnowledge transfer is cultivated; high order skills are emphasized



Practice Time

Tianhong.shi@oregonstate.edu

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mastery learning quizzes, Assignments,Discussions; DebateRole PlayIn H436Week 11: last quiz; Add a shared reflection in Discussion forumThe value of reflection: Have students be the teacher/facilitator of the week in the discussion forum. (pick the case study, forming the questions and guiding questions, facilitating the discussion forum)Have students work together to write a book. Project Portfolio buildingHDFS 311 S15 Infant and Child DevelopmentWeek 4 site registration/set up accountWeek 5: creating my virtual child/journal entryMy Virtual Child Schedule:Below is a suggested schedule for raising your virtual child.  For example, by the end of week 5, you will have raised your child through the end of the 19 month period, and be ready to begin at 2 years during week 6. Week 5:  Ages 0 – 19 monthsWeek 6:  2 years – 3 years Week 7:  4 years – 5 yearsWeek 8:  6 years– 7 years Week 9:  8 years – 9 years Week 10:  10 years – 10 years 11 monthsPaper (50 points):  DUE Saturday of week 10 by 5:00 pmFor the Virtual Child paper, you will give an overview of your child’s development. The paper should be double-spaced and 4-5 pages in length. Things to include:Introduction:Introduce your child and your initial reactions to the assignment and the Virtual Child program. Include any expectations you had regarding how your child would develop, and what parenting style you intend to use and why.Content: Utilizing your journal entries, give an overview of your child’s development. Discuss each of the 4 domains of development (cognitive, physical, social, emotional), making connections between your child and course concepts and including a discussion of your child’s strengths and weaknesses. In addition, be sure to include information on your child’s language development, temperament, and attachment style.  Discuss your child’s developmental trajectory in all of these domains (i.e., how your child changed or stayed the same over time).Write at least one page on your parenting style and how it may have changed over time. Also, describe situations in which your parenting style and/or practices affected your child’s development.Conclusion:Summarize your child’s development. Was it optimal? Why or why not?Discuss whether your initial expectations of your child’s development held true. Discuss your overall experience with the programWeek 11: sharing learning experience with the class



Question? 
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